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Scotland’s Evviva Brands Named UK’s #1 Brand Agency

Edinburgh-based Evviva Brands was named the UK's number one brand agency based on
client reviews gathered and validated by industry barometer Clutch.co.

Edinburgh, Midlothian (PRWEB UK) 22 September 2017 -- Edinburgh-based Evviva Brands Ltd was the
number one brand agency in the UK based on client rankings gathered and validated by industry barometer
Clutch.co. Evviva was the only agency north of Manchester to be singled out by the independent research
group, which reviews and compares the performance of over 7,000 tech and marketing firms globally. Evviva is
the first Scottish branding firm to top Clutch’s rankings (https://clutch.co/uk/agencies/branding/leaders-matrix).

“Our clients come from all around the world but our office is in Edinburgh because we can draw on an
incredible pool of local talent. Almost all our creatives are based in Scotland,” co-founder and Scotland’s
managing director Cate Newsom explained. “This acknowledgement from our clients, as reported by Clutch,
reflects our own confidence in the tremendous quality of the creative talent we have north of the border.”

Clutch.co uses a rigorous combination of industry data and client interviews by Clutch resources to determine
industry leaders in B2B services. Evviva Brands Ltd scored an average of 4.9 out of a possible 5 in client
reviews.

“There are thousands of companies that participate on Clutch’s platform, making it extremely challenging for
firms to rise above the others as the best providers in their industry. Through our extensive research and
through conducting personal interviews with their clients, Evviva Brands has proved that they deserve the
position they've earned as a top branding agency on Clutch in both our San Francisco and UK coverage.” --
Jenna Seter, Clutch.co

About Evviva Brands
Evviva Brands (“Evviva”) was established in the United States in August 2009 by David Kippen and Cate
Newsom. Evviva Brands opened its UK office in Edinburgh in September, 2012 with Cate Newsom as
managing director. Evviva’s clients include some of the world’s most admired brands, including Amazon,
E.ON, Google Fiber, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Kentz, Marriott International and The Ritz-Carlton, smaller,
break-out firms like Energy Recovery, Enevo and Odessa Technologies and local clients including the
University of Edinburgh.

Media inquiries about Evviva Brands Ltd should be directed to Cate Newsom
(newsom(at)evvivabrands(dot)com/ tel. +44 (0)131 618 7688
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Contact Information
Cate Newsom
Evviva Brands
http://www.evvivabrands.com
+44 1316187688

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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